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Two cascade models are presented which have quite analogous mathematical formulation. The 
first one is the statistical model of radiation damage in solids and the second is the random space 
filling or parking problem. 
Cascade models radiation damage, Monte Carlo 
Random space filling Renyi Parking Problem I 
1. Introduction 
Two cascade models are presented which have qtAte analogous mathematical 
formulation. 
The first one is the statistical model of radiation damage in solids and the second 
is the random space filling model (or parking problem). 
2. The statistical model of radiation damage 
Fein [l] has performed the calculation of the mean number of displaced atoms in 
an atomic cascade in a solid when the threshold energy for displacement is a 
random variable in the case of hard spheres collisions. Pal and Nemeth [2] have 
developed the calculation of the distribution of the number of displaced atoms 
where the threshold energy of displacement is a constant for the same type of 
collision. Our purpose 
In the same way as 
for a primary atom of 
where 
is to present a generalization of the two previous models. 
in [3] we develop the calculation of p,,,(x), the probability 
energy E to give rise to a cascade of m atoms (see Fig. 1). 
x = Ef Ed, /J&)=0, x co, 
pm (0) = 67,. 1 
(where 8i.j is the Kronecker Symbol). For each displacement he energy Ed is lost by 
the secondary atom in order to free itself from the binding energy which hold it in 
its potential well. Ed is a random variable distributed according to the probability 
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density functiw~~ f(z) withmean Ed whm 
2 =&d/G 
p&x) is given by the following equation (assuming that EE=, pm(x) = 1): 
P&)=.$ ( IX m, YIPm(Y)dY + 
X-Z 
+: J 
X-Z 
K(x, YIPm-?dY)Pm’(X -Y -ddY f(Mz (1) m’=O 0 
The kernel K(x, y ) of this equation represents the normalized cross-section of
atomic ollision: i.e., the probability density function that a primary atom of energy 
x has the energy y after one atomic collision: 
J 
X 
Wx, y)dy = 1, I-: (x, y)aO, OGy Sx, 
0 
= 0, elsewhere. 
Let us introduce the generating function 
dx, Y)= E em53dx), 
m=O 
Subject o the following initial conditions: 
g(x, t) = 0, x < 0, 
g(x,O)=l, xao, 
g(0, t) = et 
From (1) and (2) we get 
; - 00 
g(x, t)= 2 J II 
X 
f( ) wx9 Y MY* 0 dY + 
0 X--Z 
(2) 
(3) 
J 
x-2 
JUG rkiy, t)g(X. - y - z, 6) dy dz. 
0 1 
um that P(s, t ‘) i the kaphw transform f g(q t) and 
jts, is ths Laplace transform of f (2). 
From (6) we get the following Riccati equation: 
Q?(s, t) &s, 0 f)(s)&, t)+f(s)l*(s t) -- -..-M-B=p- 
dS 
9 
S s 
which solution satisfies the conditions corresponding to (3): 
$(s, O)= l/s, $(s, t)=e’/s+o(l/s), for I+% 
Then 
$(s, t)= a0 . 
( lil’ I) (0 s l-(l-e-‘)exp - s tdC 
2.1. The exponential case 
If f(z)= e-‘, z 20, then 
f(s) = l/(X + s). 
For this case the problem can be exactly solved. From (9) we get 
$(s, t)= er 
s-(e'- 1)’ 
Then 
g(x, t)= er exp((e’ - 1)x) 
and we get for p,(x) a Poisson Distribution 
m-1 
p&)=e-* 
x 
( m-l)!’ 
2.2, The deterministic case 
\ --s 
f(z)=S(z-l), ^s =f! f( 1 
m=l,2,.... 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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has been solved by Pal and Ne:meth [2]. p,(n) is asymptotically equal to 
eY(l -ev)m-l eTZ~-~ ,,+ 
( ) 
forX-,cO - 
Here y is the Euler constant and 5?,(y) is a Laguerre polynomial of order m. 
Z.3. The distribution p,,,(x) . 
Using a result of Fein [I), it can be shown ‘that 
J . 
UGng the generating function of the Laguer e polynominls, 
et Y et ---gxp 7 = 1 I F 1-e e-1 k e ““2,” - 1 ( }’ ), m = 1 
or,e can find after some manipulations that: 
p&) = eY+Gcl -c?+“)“-’ e-x9,n_ 
l(/y+G) forX+OCv 
:i;lor G = - y (exponential case), (24) equals exactly (13). 
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2.4. The moments of ilze distribution pm (x) 
From (9) we get the transforms of the moments of p,(x) by the relation 
A 
CL(s) ( Oh 0 n = 
at" ) 1 n=l,2,.... r=O 
Example The gamma Distribution. Let 
f( 1 
e-Y-* 
z= 
I-(a) ’ 
r>co, aB0. 
(25) 
Then 
ft 1 
1 
s ==(l+# 
and from (14) 
where 
The asymptotic variance is given by 
23. Nurnericnl examples 
For the deterministic caqe (Section 2), the results Df the simulation by the 
ante-Carlo methchd and of the asymptotic distribution are presented il: Table 1 
and Fig. 1, for x = 49 Ed; see [5] for further numerical results. 
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Fig. 2. p,(x) Histogram. Monte Carlo Method (100 runs). Pal and Nemeth asymptotic Distribution 
EO = 49Ed. 
Table 1 
Monte Carlo runs 200 400 600 asymptcrtics 
P 28.19 28.09 28.0 28.07 
0* 2.95 3.09 3.51 3.4s 
The asymptotic formula (24) can take negative values for given G, m and x; this 
explains the discrepancy between the asymptotic distribution and the histogram in 
Fig. I:forG0=OI,x=49andm<19,m 9 33, the asymptotic formula oscillates with 
a damped amplitude. 
For other examples ee Table 2. 
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Table 2 
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t’(r) G Ic cc(x) x+aJ 
-- 
Cauchy: 2 a 0 
2 
n(l +r2) 
GaJs:s: 2 a0 
J 
2 exp(-z2/2crz) -_ 
R a 
Uniform: 
l.OSzSl 
Log-Normal: z 3 0 
1 
-exp(-(ln’2)/2) 
AK* 
Beta:p,q>O,O<zsl 
rq1 -t)q-*/&q) 
OSZSl 
2/n arc sin x 
Pareto:a>l,zal 
a*-‘“+l’ 
-1 
-y+;tlnw 
0 
2 
4/n--In2-1 
7r 
a -1 
co undefined 
4 
In 2 
e’-‘(x + $) 
z(x+ln 2) 
e I/2 
v 
_- 
P+cl 
e-’ (x + e1’2) 
1 
.a e 
1 -v-4/y2/yx + ;, 
a 
e-*+~( x +&) 
a- l 
3. The random space filling model 
The random space filling model in one dimension has been introduced by Renyi 
[6], it is more popularly called “The Parking Problem” or the “Crazy Carpentery”, 
See i[5] for applications in Physics and Chemistry and further references. 
Let us consider a street of length I. each car choose at random (uniformly) a place 
for parking along the pavement, the length of a car is z (see Fig. 3). Ney [7] and 
Sankovi and Dobo [8] have generalized the problem to the case where z is no 
longer fixed but is random. We want to know the distribution of the number of cars 
which park along the street (i.e., the process stops when the intervals between the 
cars are less than the smallest car). 
Hrrtroducti p,(x), the probability that m cars park in a street of length X, where 
x = I.!cL, p being the mean length of a car. (The length is not the geometrical ength 
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Fig. 3. Parking proWem. 
of the car, but the length necessary to take a parking place), f(t) is the distribution 
OF the lengths (in practice the range of z is from 20 cm to 20 m, a bicycle or a bi 
lorry, p being of the order of 4 m). 
The p,(x) is given by the fallowing equation and subject o the initia: conditions 
IL (0) z &,o (where &,j is the Kronecker symbol). 
Assuming that C pm (AT) = 1, 
Let us introdalce the generating function 
g(x, t) = ; etmpf& 1 
m=:O 
subject to the conditions 
From (34) and (35), we get: 
g(x, t) = (1 -F(x))+e’ 
Assume that $(s, t), f(s) and 
1 lx 1: g(y, t)g(x - y, t) sly, respectively. Tk 
ce transforn~s of 
a&s, t)
--5 g”(s, t). 
as 
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) and (38) we get after some manipulations the following Riccati equation: 
&s, t)- ey(s)$$!(s, i) + L(s) (39) 
The solution is subje t to the conditions: 
A 
0 
1 
s =------ 
l+s’ (42) 
For this case the problem can be exactly solved sinct in (40) 6(s) = 0. Eq. (39) is 
equal to 
a& 0 1 
~~ -~((R(s. f)+e’&s, t)). 
i)s . 
The solution is, from (41). 
1 
g”(s, 0 = (S _ (e” __ 1))’ 
Then 
,g(x, f) = exp((e’ - 1 )x), 
nnd we et for p,,(s) a Poisson Distribution 
I kU 
P?,,, (s ) = e x -l 
-ii-? 
m = 0, l* 2 * . . * 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
Then 
a&s, I) ( ) at 
The sahtion is found to be (far line S.+.m PI(S) = 0): 
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